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Earth Sciences awarded PhD’s show that 
gender balance is improving!



“Just the Facts”: 1973-2016

From: Bernard & Cooperdonck, 2018, Nature Geoscience. 
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Minorities
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How we do better as a 
community?

What actions can individuals in 
the CSDMS community take to 
promote diversity, equity and 

inclusion?



CSDMS 3.0 current actions to promote a diverse community
From the proposal “ Broad participation of scientists and students from underrepresented groups remains a priority.”

Women with geoscience doctorates remain underrepresented (estimates range from 13% to 17– 23%), especially in 
leadership roles. CSDMS makes a conscious effort to promote research of all participants and to include people from 
all backgrounds in the leadership of the project: a.o. working group chairs and steering committee. 

Our annual meeting always features diverse speakers, women make up 29% of CSDMS’ Executive Committee, and the 
steering committee features 40% women. The formation of Science Teams provides an opportunity to further 
increase diversity, and, especially, to seek early-career scientist participation in leadership. We will develop an open, 
transparent process for populating Science Teams, which takes into account diversity in career stage, gender, 
expertise, institutional origin (R1, four-year, HBCU, etc.), and other criteria. Reach out one-on-one!

At the earliest entry level, CSDMS offers student stipends for attendance at the Annual Meeting. Each year CSDMS 
offers five scholarships that aim to increase diversity. These scholarships are advertised nationally through the 
Institute of Broadening Participation (IBP), AWG’s etc.



Links to REU programs discussed today

• RESESS: https://resess.unavco.org/
• RECCS: https://cires.colorado.edu/outreach/RECCS
• SOARS: https://www.soars.ucar.edu/
• NSF REUs: https//www.nsf.gov/crssprgm/reu

https://resess.unavco.org/
https://cires.colorado.edu/outreach/RECCS
https://www.soars.ucar.edu/NSF
https://www.soars.ucar.edu/NSF


Links to NSF programs discussed today

• NSF INCLUDES, https://bit.ly/2z02B4u

Opportunities at NSF-EAR at each career level:

• NSF Science Assistant: USAJobs.gov
• Graduate Research Fellowship Program:  https://www.nsf.gov/grfp

• NSF Rotator program: https://www.nsf.gov/careers/rotator/

https://bit.ly/2z02B4u


Do earth surface processes modelers have a unique opportunity 
because the nature of our science is indoors and builds a skillset that is 
marketable? Should CSDMS broadcast that aspect of geoscience better?  

What opportunities does the CSDMS see of reaching other 
communities?



Do the Geosciences need to promote better that we do societally 
relevant research?



Is the creation of online open-source software a way to broaden 
participation in earth surface process modeling? What can we do 
better? What would this involve?  Make sure we do remove barriers!



Programming and software development can be off-putting for some 
people (especially with too many inside STARWARS references). 

How can CSDMS be more inclusive? Should we have clinics on practical 
tips for creating an inclusive modeling team?

Some reading on this: 

Chang, 2019. Brotopia: breaking up the Boys’ Club of Silicon Valley

https://qz.com/823162/a-new-study-shows-how-star-trek-jokes-and-geek-culture-make-women-feel-unwelcome-in-computer-
science/

Master et al., 2016. Computing Whether She Belongs: Stereotypes Undermine Girls’ Interest
and Sense of Belonging in Computer Science. Journal of Educational Psychology 
2016, Vol. 108, No. 3, 424 – 437 

https://qz.com/823162/a-new-study-shows-how-star-trek-jokes-and-geek-culture-make-women-feel-unwelcome-in-computer-science/

